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**Abbott Architect hs-TnI**


**Beckman Accu-TnI 2nd generation**


**Brahms Kryptor**

Siemens Dimension RxL 2nd generation


Siemens Dimension Vista


Siemens Stratus CS


DiaSorin Liaison


Siemens Immulite One, 2000, 2500 & Turbo


**Innotrac Aio! 2nd generation**


**Abbott i-STAT**


**Ortho Vitros ECI**


**Mitsubishi Kagaku Iatron Pathfast**


**Radiometer AQT90 FLEX**


**Randox Evidence Investigator**

**Response Biomedical RAMP**


**Siemens ADVIA Centaur/CP**


**Singulex Erenna**


**Tosoh AIA 3rd generation**